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How great is the extent and frequency of annoyances due to noise and

air pollution _n clty conditions? Subjectively perceived annoy-

ances which form the basis for setting limiting values were

determined in a survey in the city of Zur_eho

1. Introduction and Statement of the Problem.

Environmental hygiene no longer concerns itself at present with the

demonstration of toxic effects of foreign substance in the water and air,
!

I but is extending to environmental conditions as well;which do not produce

I
a pathological condition directly. Such environmental conditions such as,

i e.g., noise or air pollution, can nevertheless also lead either to
m

physlologieal processes of change (e.g., llke biochemical changes or central

nervous system reactions), or they are perceived subjectively as disturbing.

Such annoyances due to environmental emissions of various types do_

to be sure, impair the physical and mental well-belng and therefore - in

accordance with the definition of health from =he _0 - also represent

an impairment of health. In order to be able =o determine health injuries

caused by the envlronment, criteria for evaluating the annoyance are also

necessary. In the course of determining the annoyance, a number of technical

measurement problems result, since it is not possible to rely solely on

physiological parameters or to perform only direct surveys concerning a

given disturblng factor. Rather, attention must be paid to the fact that

judgments concerning various disturbing factors always have to be compared



with each other. In addition to such judgments, surveys concerning direct

reactions and changes in the behavior also provide important pointers Erom

which one can draw conclusions as to what extent an intended behavior is

impaired or obstructed.

Additional factors which can influence the type and intensity of an

annoyance are habituation and sensitization; in addition, generallzanlon and

transfer effects have to he takon into consideration as well such as those

which can be caused by an opinion wlth respect to a given disturbing facto_

as well as by its general social significance. These complex celaLloilships

result in the fact that, e.g._ the annoyance caused by traffic noise cannot

be equal for all of those affected; for example, in the case of young people

and of old people or in the case of residents of different quarters, one

must expect different evaluations and reactions. In this connection, the

problem of forming representative groups arises - particularly with respec_

to the determinatlon of acceptable stresses and of limiting values.

.. In previous studies concerning the annoyance due to street traffic noise,

_,_ the relationships between the number of disturbed persons and the noise

! levels measured in each case were relied upon. Such "dose-effect relat_on-

ships" do provide valuable bases for the evalua_ioa of the extent of the

disorders; nevertheless, difficulties always result in the case with the

question as to what noise level can still be considered acceptable for what

:, percentage of disturbed people. For such evaluation, marginal
I

conditions such as the attitude with respect to the source of disturbance

as well as the Infl_ence of additional disturbing factors have to be taken

into consideration as well. In addition, this perceived annoyance, if

possible, would also have to be tested with other methods (e.g., physio-

logical studies).

In the present study, =he annoyances due =o nwo of the obviously most

important disturbing fact.ors of street traffic - namely noise and air

_.! pollutions - are compared with each other, the _nfluences caused by the

!
L
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local situation being taken into consideration as far as possible. The resi-

dents of streets in four quarters with dlfferel_t traffic loads and construction

density were surveyed. The survey was made within the framework of a research

pro3ec_ concerning air pollution in streets supported by the Swiss National

Fund [Ref. 8].

2. Description Of the Quarters.

[ The streets which were studied were located in older, relatively centrally

locaeed quarters of the cloy of Zurich. Three of the quarters (Wehn=aler

Street, Winterthur Street, and Long Street), the resld_eces are located in

_he direct vicinity of highly frequented streets; the Oerllkon quarter was.

selected as a comparison quarter with purely local traffic.

Figure 1 shows the four quarters wlth statements concerning the average

"_ traffic frequencies at day and at night in a schematic presentatlon. They

cam be sharaeterlzed in the following way with respect to construction and

utilization:

• Oerllkon (OE): residential quarter with multl-family houses as well as

small slngle-family houses in gardens; age of the houses: 20 to 40

i'i years; the overall random building with a great deal of grees is located

between two large arterial streets.

J

_! - Wehntaler Stree_ (WE): residential quarter along an arterial street;
D
, _lultl-family dwellings of a similar construction, all approximately 40

_t years old; random method of building with a great deal of green. Tn

_: this quarte:, two groups can be distinguished: dwellings which are

_. located directly on the street and dwellings which are somewhat eat
;/

back behind this row of houses; these two groups are always designated

below as "front" (Wgv) or "rear" (Wgh),

Winterthur Stree_ (WI): residential quarter - partially mixed w_th
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office rooms - on an arterial street with a street ear llne; multi-

family houses of similar construction, all built approximately 50 to

60 years ago; dense method of construction, no green space.

Long Street (L_): residential and business quarter with office rooms

and restaurants. Multl-family houses usually are older construction

type, partially with poor s_ruetural conditions; very dense construction,

no green space.

Quartersen Oerliken Wehn_al£r_4inter=_urLongi

i Consu tlon.......•..,_,- _[:_C
•d tin day [ I_ _l,

Notraff,'e [ ar trae_• Lanes

i Figure 1. Schematic representation of the four quarters, Wehntaler Street:
formation of two groups:

v = "front" (houses on the sEreeC)
h = "rear" (rear houses)

i _ = noise (continuous measurement for 24 hours)
0 = noise (30-minute-measurements)

_ = gaseous air pollution (30-mlnute-measurement)

= floating dust (long-term measurements for one year).

The noise stresses measured in the four quarters are summarized in

Table l. The measurements were taken on two days each in the summer and

in the winter for 24 hour periods each; in three quarters additional short-

term measurements for 30 minutes each were £aken so that an average stressing

of the entire quarter could be determined. The three through streets are

typical examples of highly travelled city streets with high n61se levels,



while Oerllknn can be designated a relatively quie_ city residential quarter.

Tablei.

NOISE STRESS IN THE FOUR QUARTER$_ AVERAGE VALUES OF FOUR CONTINUOUS MEASURE-
_NTS EACH FOR 24 HOUR PERIODS. IN PARENTHESES : RANGE OF THE 30-MI_]TE

S,_.IPLESAT ADDITIONAL _ASUREMENT POINTS (see Figure I).

_ol_e sprees qu_rCer_

_ur_ng _he day

am- i0pm_ _; ,, _*o.*:, % ,_,trl *b

20 am

Table 2.

AIR POLLUTION IN THE FOUR QU;d{TERS, AVERAGE VALUES OF THE GASEOUS CO_0NENTS

_ (30-bIINUTE-SA_LES, 5_ASUNENENT DAYS IN TIIE SIh_ER OF 1975 AND IN THE 141NTER
OF 1976/76) AND OF THE FLOATING DUST (WEEKLY SA_LES FROH OCTOBER 1975 TO
SEPTES_ER 1976)° POSITION OF THE _ASURE}_NT POINTS: see Figure i,

Components o__ar_.er s

........... , ....
_o_oxloe ppD. n i* *i i_*

_ro_
%" roca_ Oil e _ 0,1 a,* I,*

-t_ _ "Su U ioxlde.; :: _: _,
Form d .vde , , ,_

Floa t.1.n t_st_, ,_ ,,
zn I__J fa"

The most impor_an= data concerning the air pollution measured can be

seen in Table 2. For _he gaseous components, 20-25 simultaneous measurements

each were taken at various measurement points in the summer and in the winter

in each quarter. The floating dust was measured throughout a year at a

measurement point in 0erlikon, on Wehntaler Street, and on Long Street, The

i
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measurement methods, the results of additional measurements, and their hygienic

evaluation have already been published in a detailed form elsewhere [Refs.

i and 6].

3. Conducting the Survey.

The survey was carried out using a written questionnaire. All of tile

residents in a segment of approximately 1 km were questioned on Long Street,

_ehntaler Street, and Winterthur Street; on Long Street, the residents of

the first houses on the side streets were questioned in addition. In Oerlikon,

iI the residents of ten streets of tbe quarters were included in the study.

In households with several adult family members, only one person was included

in each case so that the persons surveyed wauld be distributed as uniformly

as possible among the age groups and sexes.

Out of a total of 1,958 persons who were addressed, a total of 1,297

responded, wbleh corresponds to an overall return rate of 66%. Distributed

_i by quarter, this rate was 71Z in Oerllkon, 67% on I_ehntaler Street, 75% on

Winterthur Street, and 50_ on Long Street.

4. Comparability of the Quarters from a Social ViewpoinL.

_%e age and social structure of the residents and their average duration

of residence can be designated the most important social structure charac a

terlstics.

The age structure of the four quarters which were studied differ signifi-

cantly in tha_ the structurally oldest quarter, Wintertbur Street and Long

Street, are also markedly over age with respect to the population. The

percentage of persons over 60 years old who were included in the survey

therefore differs in the individual quarters:

- 0erlikon 28Z

- Webn_alerStreet 21%

- _41nter thur Street 40Z

<!
_ - LongStree_ _2%.
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As a comparison with this, The percentage of persons over 60 in tile

total adult population of the city of Zurich is 30Z [Ref. 7].

The social structure of the reslden_s in the various quarters differs

only slightly, but not significantly. The occupational structure and the

income conditions in the four quarters are definitely comparable. The

majority are members of the lower middle class (workers and employees with

an average income of approximately 3000 Francs).

Certain differences are found only in school training. The majority

of the men in all the quarters went to secondary school and finished an

occupational training. In this, the residents of Long STreet deviated

slightly downward (23Z _of the males had visited only grammar school), and

: those of _¢interthur Street deviated slightly upward (34Z of the males had

attended intermediate school).

The percentage of persons not employed (houseI¢ives, pensioners) among

the persons surveyed, which can be significant for the annoyance due to

emissions, is likewise not significantly different, since the high percentage

of pensioners on Long Street and I?interthur Stree_, in Oerlikon and on Wehn-

taler S_reet is compensated for by a higher percentage of housei¢ives.

In addlslon, in the case of the duration of resldent_, no significant

differences were found between the quarters. Since quarters of older con-

struction were involved in all of the cases, more tban half o_ the residents

have been there for more than ten years, while approximately 25% have lived

there for four to ten years and 25% for less than three years.

In all, i_ can be stated that the four quarters do not dlf_er essentially

in their social structure so that marginal social conditions should not have

any different influence on sensitivity to noise and air pollution.



5. Perceived Annoyance due to Noise and Air Pollution.

Table 3 sho_¢s a summary with the data concerning the frequescy of dis-

. turbances due to traffic noise referring t_ t|le most disturbed time of day.

The persons surveyed indicated that tlms during which they felt most dis-

turbed; when this Was done, only one meiltlon was possible.

Table 3.

FREQUENCY OF THE DISTURBANCE DUE TO TF_-%FFIC NOISE REFERRED TO _IE MOST
DISTURBED TIF£E OF DAY

OE I l|l I] l| 1_ 1| 1| 4Q

p

hi all I 71 II ]$ _p ,1_

It was found that with the e_cep_ion of 0erllkon, a large port_on and

_n the case of those living dlrec_ly on tile large streets, even tllemajority

of the residents felt dlsterbed frequently. To be sure, the t_ms of day

differs a_ whlch the persons surveyed felt particularly highly dls_arbed.

In general - with the exception of Winter,hut Street - the highest proportion

ef dls_urbed people is found aK night; th_s deviation is significant, to be

sure, only on =he rear a_ Wehntaler Street and on Long Street.

In addition to the frequency of =he perceived dlsturbanee, its intensity

was also determined. This extent of =he perceived disturbance was measured

by means of self rating on a nelse thermometer which has already been tested

several times [Rsf, 9_ using a stele range from 0 to i0. _hen this w_s done,

the classification on the level 0 indlca_es _hat the noise is not dlsturblng
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at all, while the level l0 at the top end of the scale indicates that the

noise is intolerably disturbing.

Table _ shows a survey concerning the extent of perceived dlsturbanaes,

during the day and at night. As in the casQ of the frequency, it is also

found here - with the exception of Winterthur Street - that there is a

larger percentage of highly disturbed people at night compared to day.

Table 4.

EXTENT OF DISTURBANCE DUE TO TRAFFIC NOISE REFERRED TO THE HOST DISTU_ED
TI_ OF DAY. CLASSIFICATION OF THE RATING ON _|E NOISE THERMOMETER:

0-3 = WEAK, 4-7 = MODEP_%TE, 8-10 = HIGH.

peo_l_ a£ s_t
r :°,, Ext nt ot _ _,,,_1:"te_c or "*

m _zs_urbanae , g_scurbance
I

oI 2=i I 13 2O _ tl; 6p ]¢ ?

Figure 2 shows these data as a function of the corresponding noise

values o

_le relationships between the measured noise values - expressed as the

average noise level Lb0 and the equivalent continuous sound level Leq

and the extent of the disorder are cleerly higher during the day than at

night. To be sure, neither the L50 nor the Leq values show a elen_ relation-

ship to the proportion of highly dlstu_hed persons. The following is

strikiag:

At equivalent noise levels (both LbO as well as Leq), 39Z are highly

disturbed on Long Street during the day, but 57% are highly disturbed

on Winterthur Street; in addition, at the same Leq range in Oerllkon,

7% are highly disturbed, while 20Z are highly disturbed on Wehntaler

i:

i
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StrEe_ (rear); the divergences at night n_'e even eleare_ in this case:

Oerlikon, 7%, and on Wehntaler Street (rEar) 31% nt app=o×imately

equivalent LS0 or Leq values.

The percentage of highly disturbed people at night on the Wohntnler

StreEt (front) j on WintErthur Street and on Long Street are on the snme

order of magnitude, although the noise levels differ markedly dmeasured

at these locations; even at Leq values of 61-65 dB(A), over 50% of the

residents are highly disturbed - nevnrtheless, the percentages do not

• become greater as these noise levels increase .

I - The percentages of persons highly disturbed at night on the main streetscan be designated particulnrly hlgh. Of those who designated the noise

as "intolerable" (Thermometer - level lO), e.g., 75% of the people on

Long Street indicate night as th_ most disturbed timE.

% of highly disturbed day (6 am-lO pro)people auring' day -.--

10.

LJ _ ' Figure g. Noise stress

a _ , and perceived annoyance
- during the day and

% of highly disturbed night (10__m-6 am)
people du_ing night

L50 _ Leq
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% of highly m_ .day (6am-lO pro)
disturbed peopls 5_-night (i0 pro-

6 am)

N
_0

Figure 3. Comparison of

101 _ [ i'_i the noise strea_ and the
-- perceived noise - during

_tA) the day and at night. [

25._

1143

F

The sensitivity at nigh_ is also clear in Figure 3: although the L
eq

values =re lower at n_ght (partlcularly clearly in _h ), the percentage o6

highly disturbed people on Wehntsler S_reec and Long Street increase markedly.

Figure 4 shows _he tendency of the number of highly disturbed persons

on _he traffic frequency. A relatively good relationship resulted during

the day; tho difference in =he percen=age of highly dls_urhed people between

Winterthur Street and Long Street could he rela=ed in par_ with _he different

=raffle frequencies. On Winter=h||r Street, therefore, occasional disturbances

due to the street car also had to be taken into conslderatlon, which was not

determined in =he course of the survey. A= night, on the oKher hand, a

similar plcturQ resul=s here as in the case of the noise measurements; as

soon as an average of 100 vehlcles/hour (Wehntaler Street). over 50% are highly

H
r
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'_ disturbed; this level remains constant and is not higher even in the case of

approximately 600 vehicles/hour 0:1Long Street.

__ny (6-i0)

o_ highly disturbed o--nLighc_0-

o_

' /

e

3 ,

Figure 4. Disturbmnce due to the noise as a function of the traffic fre-
quencies, during the day and at nlgh=.

/ As in the case of trnffic noise, frequency and the intensity of theperceived disturbance was determined in the case of the air pollutlon as

well, tb_ intensity helng measured on a tharmomet_r hy subjective rating

in tbls case as well.

Table 5 shows the extent and frequency of the perceived disturbance

due to air pollution.

:! Table 5.

FREQUENCY AND F.XTENTOF PERCEIVED ANNOYANCE DUE TO AIR POLLUTION. PERCENTAGE
OF "FREQUENTLY" AND PERCENTAGE OF "HIGHLY" DISTURBED PERSONS (SCALE POINT 8-10).

Quar_:er , _ls_ur_e_ y _z_urbed

O= _00 _,3 "J

K=v 263 45 _6

W_ 24_ 7_ 50

1
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I The subjective disturbance does not correspond very well with the ae=ual

air pollu_ion which is highest on Long Street. This is a funs=ion of'

_'I two factors: on the one hand, the gaseous air pollution (CO and NO 2 portions)

can be perceived only partially by the affected persons, and on the other

. hand, we were not able to find a very strong correlation between the antloy _

an=e due to noise and due to the air, so tha_ it has to be assumed that the

residents on a noisy street immediately assume as well that the air is bad

too.

• • ! In ail, the following oorrslatlons resulted between the ansuyanc_

measuremen=s :

- Frequency of _he disturbance to the air pollution and frequsn=y of

_he disturbance due to noise: T -- 0.78

- Extent of the dlsturbanee due to the air pollution and extent of the

no_se: y -- 0.72.

_*Is relationship is also shown in Figure 5. It can be seen from this

i, figure that, on Wehntaler Street, in spite of relatively low exhaust gas

_ aoncensra_ions, the number of persons dlstu_bed by _he air pollution is

already two to three times higher than Oerllkon: in addition, approximately

an equal number of residents on the Winterthur Street complained of the

air pollution as on Long Street, although the concentrations of dust and

gaseQus air pollution there are npproxdmaKely twice as high. The fact that

definitely high correlation values resulted between =he perceived disturbance

due to _he noise and the dlsturban=e due to the air pollution permits the

coneluslon that the disturbances due to the air pollution are highly dependent

upon the extent of the disturbance perceived due to noise.

,!

i:
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% of highly disturbed =no/.se

persons po_uf[ioa

f7

l-J i _ .

t

Figure 5. Comparison of the perceived annoyance due to noise and air
pollution.

6. Social and Spatial Influences•

The strongest variable influence on the perceived dls_urhance due to

noise and air pollution is age (Table 6):

Table 6.

THE EXTENT OF THE DISTURBANCE DUE TO NOISE AND AIR POLLUTION AS A FUNCTION

OF AGE. EV.*ILUATION USING THE "_{E_IOHETER" (SCALE _INGE 8-10 --HIGHLY
DISTURBED).

Age group Overall percent of highly
(in yrs.) disturbed persQns- due to

nolse - air pollu_ion

JC . lO 4L_ 2J _2

• $0 I J4 _4 ]?

The more strongly perceived annoyances by the older people is found

primarily in the dlfferent reactions as well, For example, the older people

are frightened significantly more frequently and take sleeping agents more

frequently against noise (see Ks section 7).
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No influence of the duration of residence can be recognized on the

frnquency of the disturbances due to noise - connected with h possibility of

becoming accustomed or increasing sensitization.

The spatial influences were all of slight significance wlth respect

to tile perception of noise. A weak influence of the floor in the house was de-

termined: .in the case of residents on £be ground floor and the second floor,

the number of hlgbly disturbed people was slightly lower than the case of

the people resldlng on upper floors.

_]e position of the room with respect to the street had a certain in-

fluence on the percelvsd disturbance due to the noise: the percentage of

"hlghly dlsturhed persons" due to noise is significantly higher in tile eases

of people surveyed where thelr llvlng room or bedroom faces the street. To

be sure, this difference is valid only for the residences directly on 'the

street. The extent of annoyance due to air pollution, on the other hand,

is not dependent upon the location of the room.

7. Effects and Reactions.

Sleep disorders are particularly significant among the effects of noise

injurious to health. As can be seen from Table 7, between 35 and 40% eom-

plain of dlsorders of recreational functions (sleeping, relaxation) in the

highly stressed quarters. "Approximately a third of the reslden_s in these

quarters also perceive disturbances of communlca=ion functions. These diS-

turbances are somewhat, lower on Long Street than on Wehntaler and Win=ar-

thur Streets, although Khe noise level is on the same order of magnitude.

This corresponds to the differences already found in the case of the extent

of the disturbances - particularly during the day between Long Street and

Winterthur Street (see Table 4).
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Table 7.

DISTURBM_CES OF VARIOUS RESIDENTIAL FUNCTIONS DUE TO NOISE,

Res£dentlal % Pf frequent disturL
fu_ctlons °_Dan_ s _v w_

Recreative function7
O" sX_e in I 3_ _0

CO_tl_ICat on i 2o _= )o 22

functions _ra_io,
TV, _slephone)

I Productive : 4 :_ _9 n

functions of

(work)

Table 8.

REACTIONS TO THE PERCEIVED NOISE DISTU_ANCE.

Reactions _ or t_quent reactlolls

TakiD- slaeolng

=ranqu1£1zers

Use of_Ohropa_ _' _ tJ _ 2t ;0
oruppers

C_oslng windows . n _I _0 _, _
(duringtheday)

2mproved bo_le _ :: t_ _ :#

in_ulatlen

•_ In _he reacc$ons_ two types can be distinguished in principle: those

which refer to heE_ar adaptation as an alternative than to moving away.

j Table 8 shows the extent of such "adaptation reactions", In addltion _o
the widespread reactive habit of closing the windows, consumption of sleeping

agen=s, and the use of Ohropax appear above all the mos= freqnan_. _hese

statemen=s corr_spssd in general with the percentage of."highly" dlsturhed

people is th% corr_spondlng quarters. _n the case o£ the people over 50
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years of age who have a higher percentage of "highly" disturbed people, the

percentage of those who take sleeping agents because of noise also increases

,_ tO 28% (compared to 21% in the case of 30 to 50 year old persons, and 9%

i in the case of persons younger than 30 years).

I Clear differences between the quarters are also found in the statements. concerning intentions to move away (see Table 9). Classification according

i _o shows that the people think of moving sooner thanage group younger away

_I the older people. The reasons for moving away can differ; essentially, the

i_ fact rsmalns _hat for the young people, the residential situation does not

have such a definitive character as a rule. The older people probably have

a closer bond with Their domicile and therefore react more "individually

!I resisting" to the perceived disturbance by protecting themselves from the

disturbances of noise using sleeping agents or Obropax. These differences

are grQatest on Winterthur Street: intenEions to move away because of

noise were expressed by 57% of those younger than 30, but only 26,% of those

over 50 years of age.

Table 9.

INTENTIONS TO NOVE AWAY BECAUSE OF NOISE AND AIR POLLUTION (_LTIPLE _[ENTIONS

POSSIBLE).

o_ residenls _¢iEil in_encion
Quarters _: o_ movlng away beceus_ o£

noise air polluBion

Q_ 4_: 7 6

_z_ Zl] _2 14

8, Conclusions.

The following can he stated in conclusion: of tile residents of higbly
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travelled through s_reets, approximately two/thlrds are disturbed "fre-

quently" by the noise and air pollution, and approximately half are

"highly" disturbed; tilepercentage of persons who are disturbed only

. "weakly", "rarely", or "never" is less than 10%. In the comparison quarter

of Oerllkon with only local traffic, on the other hand, the percentage

of "highly" disturbed persons is only 7Z, while spproximately two/thlrds

are disturbed only "weakly" and 40% "rarely" or never". In general,

" the disturbances are perceived more markedly at eight than during the day,

particularly by the old people. This is shown also in _he different

reactions to the noise disturbances: approximately a third of the residents

!i of the _hrough streets complain of sleep disturbances, and approximately

:_ tile sane number take sleeping agents or tranquilizers; and approximately

25%, the communication functions are disturbed, and approximately a third

:_! have intentions to move away because of noise or air pollution. In the

comparison quarter of Oerllkon, the percentages of these disturbances and

_ reactions range from 5 to lO_.
!i

_i If one compares the frequency and extent of the annoyances perceived

{_ wi_h the measured noise levels or the concentrations of dust and gaseous air

_i pollution, then no uniform plcture results in the four quarters which were

.x_ s_udiod. For example, the percentage of "h_ghly" disturbed people in the

_ case of the residents of tlle rear house row of Wehntaler Street is essentially

_'_i higher during the day as well as nigh_ than in Oerlikon, although approxl-

_i merely the same stresses exist due to noise and air pollution. The location •

in the direct vicinity of the through street probably influences the judgments,

even if the noise and exhaus_ emissions are clearly reduced hy the front

rows of houses. Additional disturbances due to the heavy traffic - such as

increased danger of aesldent_ difficulties in crossing the street, separation

of a previously unlfor_ quarter - therefore probably have an influence on

the perceived disturbances due to noise and air pollution. On the other hand,

the residents in Oerlikon - occaslonally the oi_ners of single fsmily houses

wi_h gardens of their own - tend to have a more positive relationship to

their quarter so that, in spite of the noise levels which can still be

i
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designated as relatively hlgh for a residential quarter, the percentage of

"highly" disturbed people remains below 10%.

._n "influence of the quarter" of a different type probably influences

the judgment of the persons surveyed on long Street: the clearly lower

percentage of persons "highly" disturbed during the day as well as the

lower disturbances of eommunlcatlonal functions than on the _41nterthur

Street which is approximately equally heavily travelled, is probably

related to the fact that on Long Street, due to the nnmerous sources

of noise helonglng to the quarters such as buslneencs and restaurants, a ,r

i generally higher level of noise is accepted, and that a large portion of

the residents ere involved occupationally wl_b Long Street. In all, these

results showed tha_ conclusions about the number of disturbed persons cannot

'_ be made without difficulty based on the measured level of noise; tile
3

specific situation of s quarte_ likewise has to be taken into eonslderation.

A relatively good r_latlonship resulted during the day between the

number Of "highly" disturbed persons and _he traffic frequency in each
_ case. At night, on the other hand, even at an average of i00 vehicles/hour,

_ the proportion of approximately 50% of "highly" disturbed people was reached,

i which did not increase further even at an _verage of 600 vehicles/hour.

}I Additional _ndlcatlons that the traffic frequency can be a suitable parameter

for evaluation of the dlsturb_'ng effects have been provided by studies per-

_i formed in Sweden [Ref. 5]; in the course of this, it was found that the

best correspondence was with the number of trucks. To be sure_ the extent

to whleh these relationships cat be universalized must await further studies.

With respect to the determination of limiting values, the differences

in the disturbances perceived durlng, the'day and at night, which occasionally

differ considerably, have to be taken into particular consideration. At

night, the percentage of "hlghly'! disturbed persons, ls overall more frequent

than during the day - in contrast to the results of tile survey in the city

of Vienna, where more people were annoyed daring the day by no_se than at
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night [Ref. 4]. In addition, the Viennese study also showed good correlations

between the statements concerning annoyances due to noise and air pollution,

the noise likewise proving to be the decisive disturbing factor in this case

'I as well.

Comparison of the results in the four municipal quarters with the

questions asked within the framework of the study "living in new construction"

[Ref. 9] as well as of tile "aviation noise study" [Ref. 3] concerning dls-

turbances due to street traffic noise shows the following: in these t_o

surveys, approximately 10% were "highly" disturbed during the day at Lb0

values of 56-60 dB(A) - i.e., approximately the same as in Oerilkon; at

66-70 dB(A), the figure was approximately 50% - i.e., somewhat more than

at the comparable noise level on Wehntaler Street (front); the percentages

of disturbance of communlcation function reactions at comparable noise levels

were also on the same order of magnitude. A relationship be=wean the per-

ceived noise annoyance and tilegeneral satisfaction with the quarter was also

found in a Paris study [Ref. 2], the saclsfactlon with the quarter there

being regarded as the variable influencing the extent of the annoyance due

to noise which was perceived.

Table l0 shows classlfieat_on of noise ranges which we_-eesEablished on

the basis of results of the two Swiss studies [Ref. 9]. In accordance wi_h i

this evaluatloa, the noise disturbances on the WehnEaler Street, the Win_er-

thur Street, and on l_.ngStreet - with Lb0 values between 67 and 74 dE(A) i

during the day and between 48 and 67 dg(A) at night - can be designated very

high; this is done on the basis of the "highly" of over 5OZ. The critical

threshold for noise stresses whleh can he expected and in whiob the slgns_

interestleg from the viewpoint of health laccompanylng the noise disturbances

increase sharply is clearly exceeded in these quarters. In these cases,

clean-ups due to structural or traffic engineering measures - are indispensable.

Even the case of 20-25Z "highly" disturbed people - as in the case of Wehn-

taler Street (rear) - clean-up measures are desirable.
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_: Tablei0.

i NOISE RANGES AND RESIDENTIAL QUALITY [Ref. 9].

' =t _;=+"d,rA,_l_urbed respect_valu_Liu_towilL+

_LL':,,,,_!_riDgv persons residential quality

up to 50 _. _ quiet residential zone

t
, ._,. ...,: residentialzonewlth

! _lofleraEeNOiSe stress

_I- *. .'.-_: high noise s_ress;
i_ measuresdesirable

_i ov_,i over very hlgh noise stress;
"_ cleaN-up secessary

The crl_eria for evaluations for noise stresses which can be expected

during the night .are still deficlen_ - primarily with respec_ to the sultable

as any even_, one must that when there are
amount of noise well. In find

more than 50% "highly" disturbed peo'ple at night as is the case wlth the

!i residents in the streets whicb were studled, _he amount expectable has been
i; exceeded.

With respee_ to establlshing guidelines and limiting values for planning

or for clean-up measures, evaluations such as those established within =he

scope of this study on the basis of the disturbances due to noise and air

pollution, should be used as bases for decisions. When this is dose, if

possible, =he spa=lal requirements of city quarters should be taken into

consideration. In addition, the question of further relevant parameters

remains open; in addition _o the noise level, further criteria such as =he

air pollution_ the traffic loads, and the traffic composition_ the type of

construction, the loea_don of the quarters should be taken into consideration

as well.
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"]_1L*_III11It,t UII_' dul_ Ilb nl*i_ Mlld _Ii*"_dlulhm Ill lhu r¢*_id ¢n l.'*

. I othem+il_flL.,iuL,nlcd +.IrL+I:P*
"_IL; tUSlll_+11_ +If dlll'4rcnl _'lr_+'¢P+ %llh &_lr'_+iR_ lr,*ff+¢ _*_rl+=t++und
_glldllil_ _hal1+++l}_t:r..* qu_++d++ncd +tb**ut ;4nn+*}_n.;+.,,_uL + t_ Ir;iffi¢

hill'.@ ;llleJ +IIF pl*lhiliLln. _rcqu'.',¢) and &*%l_l **l .lnll*1_;Jl1¢¢ tell.

l_[h_+l% ii[ ilnllll%%iltn% lln %gch li_in_ ;l.p1.*Cl.* _l*. r_'¢rc;llh+l'l, llr CItKI.
ll111l_+_Z_llltll*_I+I+_+l]*_tl thL.* r¢_II_IIIIFI _. Ill Ih¢ dlSllltl;dn_¢ [_II (_uch _+

¢]*+,ill_ _llhl,_+'. ;I11*1t;Ik,._ 4¢_'pi.g pdl+l v-_.+f_'l,+¢.li_:;_t+'d.._++i'..a

lu+¢l+ _+ _wll :_+11;1r lll:t ll.ll_ ll1.1ll_r .iii_I _ J+k'tlg_ ArT_%=lltll*_llI I_II11_II.

! lt_tltlllS X%_'f_ rll_l_ll fl.'&[ +thlll,_ lip.* _lr¢=_h gn+h.'r lilt C_(l_it+&in.
"r_c ¢+,=duali+_rt ++f l._l IiI _ll*¢sli+*r_;l+rl.*,__h_lv+¢_l lh;ll f_,Z¢lhlrls Ill lIlt+_+_

"_'ttc diI[crvnl i11 dir[cr_fil e(UtlrlCl"_ _hhllu_h 11111_._Iw_¢t+ ++re +he

SalTle. In I_¢/I_.+p;11.U_IIUI .Ill e_ it[ _l."*IdC]31_*_rl_ h¢._+ll', lJi'-l_r_¢d
dunn_ du)lim_ ",*hen Ih+ m,im: 1¢+¢1 t.+q+++sar,,unJ 4_ dl+(_l;
v.h:Ic fi_r t11¢ sum¢ n_inc 1¢+¢I al n=_lll a_lul _._ "_ rcpgrlcd lu I_:
hcll_'ilv di%IUth¢d. _Irl)/11_ ¢llrr¢l;llh_n+ _¢rc ul*.u_ llbl;lifl_d _lW¢clt

a_no_ar_;+ due l_) nl_i..c alld th_l dg¢ lo air p_l_ll+n+ 'rhc l¢+u]t+

sho `_,+thai _nn*+yan¢¢ _cll i+ dcpcndcnl not o11]) o. Ih_, m++;+_urcd

noi',e [_vcl_ and/uP air polluli_+n c_+nccnt_nlion+, b.l thal lhlr¢ do

e_ist i=11ctacliun_ hclw¢¢, the rc.qdcnlial quarlcrs _lld ann_)'_nc+.
Thc_*c i,l._f;Jcthtl1'* _*h_+uld be ciln_idctcd "*hil¢ fixinyIh+ llmii$ and
slandard_
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